Event Program

A Room With a View ...........................................Gardner, 2008
A community of treehouse designers share their experiences with living in and constructing these fun, beautiful structures.

Big Breakfast .................................................Wootton, 2009
A New York City artist shares his life working on street art and various projects.

Does It Look Like I'm Here ......................................Olsen, 2015
Keith doesn’t have a plan. But maybe he can learn to be okay with that.

Ever Greener ....................................................Hoyle, 2018
Director Ashley Hoyle follows the anxieties that come at the beginning of a relationship. Will it last? Or fall apart once the honeymoon phase is over? Either way, Arlo and Eddie are in for quite a ride.

H.O.M.E.S. .........................................................Sandler, 2019
Director Julie Sander explores a tinder date gone horribly wrong. Or perhaps... horribly right?

Leonard ..........................................................Hargear, 2015
Leonard follows a yogurt aficionado as his passion for his favorite food leads him on new adventures.

Playful Nature ..................................................Allister, 2009
Playful Nature follows Allister and three friends as they roam Minnewaska State Park and try to recapture the fun aspects of nature.

A Breath of Life ..................................................Moot-Levin, 2007
This documentary follows a young woman named Erica as she shows what life is like living with Cystic Fibrosis. Screened in memory of Erica.

Free at Last .......................................................Kutner, 2010
Dewey Borella tells the story of how he was wrongly imprisoned for murder and ultimately exonerated after 27 years.

Baller Education ...............................................Weisberg, 2008
Volunteer of the HYPE community organization help local kids through a youth basketball program.

Sean From the Rock ...........................................Quill and Ricclo, 2017
Sean From the Rock (2017) is a poignant portrait of a musician and Vassar student who aspires to find his place in the world before graduation.

I'm Playing Something .........................................Thewes, 2016
Khadi Janiesien shares his relationship with making music and performing as a DJ.

Slough it Off and Be Free .......................................Gabriel, 2019
Slough it Off and Be Free (2019) is about a family that comes together for the shiva of their beloved Bubble and finds light even in the face of loss.